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Truth Seeker

United Kingdom

951 Posts

Posted - 02/03/2008 :  12:28:00    

quote:

[i]Originally posted by tristanod[/i]
[br]Seriously though Estherlou. If you have concerns, take them to your GP. Your child's
health is too important to leave to the quacks!

Seriously GUS, what makes you qualified to give medical advice about stopping
antibiotics?

Come on get real i doubt if the Doctor even checked if the infection was viral,

fungal or bacterial before prescribing antibiotics like most of the quacks do.

BTW there are many safer alternatives to antibiotics that work far better and

without the horrid side effects such as being far more suscepatable to

secondary infections and fungal diseases. WE are not all brainwashed into

thinking the GP is the only authority that we must listen to and submit to,

they just dont deserve those high levels of credit and acclaim and putting on

a pedastal by real world observation and iatrogenioc death rates and the

harm and genocide done by thses medical quacks. I bet all the people put on

Viaxx and statins by their Doctors and lost their lives due to thier

innapropriate faith and brainwashing made the right choice?

Actually Quack is a term used to describe allopathic medical Doctors, it comes

from quick silver. Many people over 60 often refer to the GP as the Quack.

As i have said before Doctors are only as good as the information given to

them, they are only human and get at least 50% of all medical diagnosis

wrong as proved by autopsy.

They are lied to by drug companies and decieved about the efficacy and

safety of drugs and vaccines.

I quite agree that your childs heatlh is far too important left to allopathic

quackery and to a medical system that kills over 750,000 people each year in

the US alone. The only way not to become an iatrogenic statistic is to think

for yourself and take personal responsibility and research safer and more

effective healing.

Dont stop asking questions and doing your own research and dont be

scaremongered by those brainwashed into the church of allopathy and are

blind to everything else.

Edited by - Truth Seeker on 02/03/2008 12:56:04

Truth Seeker

United Kingdom
951 Posts

Posted - 02/03/2008 :  13:04:11    
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For safer altnatives to antibiotics research:

Oregano oil

Colloidal Silver (careful study needed to get correct parts per million)

Zapping

Olive leaves

Oxy drops

Food grade hydrogen peroxide(careful study required)

Sambucol

Truth Seeker

United Kingdom

951 Posts

Posted - 02/03/2008 :  13:44:54    

The town of allopath video is an amusing way to show just why you would be

clinically insane to put all your trust and faith into your GP and never

question anything they say.

http://www.mercola.com/townofallopath/townofallopath.htm.

How can you trust your GP when they are lied to by Big Pharma.

http://www.jabs.org.uk/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=1183

How can you trust your Doctor when thier masters are committing blatent

fraud and corruption and the Doctors dont even seem to care? So much for

first doing no harm.

http://www.jabs.org.uk/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=1155

I am not saying don't go to the Doctors, i expect they do save a few lives here

and there but just be aware of what's real rather than whats is fiction and

judge Doctors from observations of reality not on conditioning from birth and

a percieved false idea or reputation that comes from a figure of authority that

they mostly do not deserve.

Rember the Doctor is your SERVANT not your master as we pay their wages

and thats the way the relationship should be.

Edited by - Truth Seeker on 02/03/2008 14:39:40

Truth Seeker

United Kingdom

951 Posts

Posted - 02/03/2008 :  14:32:06    

General information on the dangers and side effects of antibiotics.

The public just has no idea of the fungal and yeast infections that antibiotics

can cause leading to chonic disease in the future,or that the antibiotic can

stay trapped in the gut for years and cause leaky gut syndrome. Your Doctor

will not tell you all this,they probably dont even know, you have to find out

for yourself as its not deemed part of the NHS to tell people the truth.

Oh and c diff is generally only contracted by people who have been on

antibiotics in hospitals too.

http://www.mercola.com/2003/jun/18/antibiotics_bacteria.htm
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Edited by - Truth Seeker on 02/03/2008 14:33:28

Hoi42

United Kingdom

18 Posts

Posted - 02/03/2008 :  21:41:43    

quote:

[i]Originally posted by Truth Seeker[/i]
[br]For safer altnatives to antibiotics research:
Oregano oil
Colloidal Silver (careful study needed to get correct parts per million)
Zapping
Olive leaves
Oxy drops
Food grade hydrogen peroxide(careful study required)
Sambucol

Antibiotic is way overused but to be truthful colloidal silver is also very

powerful medicine that should be used (if at all) very carefully.

I do however use Oregano and olive oil, Sambucol and Vita C in combination.

estherlou

United Kingdom
4 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2008 :  19:12:40    

Just thought i'd post un update on Oscar, I am fully convinced his ill health

over the past three weeks has been down to his mmr. out of the past 21 days

we've had maybe 5 without brufen and calpol. the worst days have been slap

bang in the middle of the incubation periods for each of the three components

of the immunisation. Today we are on day 21. Oscar is having calpol and

brufen regularly but still getting temps of 41 plus. bless him he's still smiling

but my husband and i have decided not to give him this awful concotion

again.

cfish

United Kingdom
41 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2008 :  22:58:13    

Hi estherlou I hope oscar is now doing well i read your story and it has

worried me you need to make sure his temp is kept down as it can lead to

febrile convulsions ,this is what happened to our son before he died at 18

mths old there as been no answers yet but it seems the mmr lowered his

immune system and then he had an acute convulsion in the night .I wish i

could tell you more but we dont know yet, our son george had cold like
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symptoms with red eyes but never made it past the 10th day after MMR,if

you read the leaflet that came with mmr these are all reactions the doctors

didnt give it to us we got it on the net but to late for us by then . Keep

badgering the doctor and get them to report the reaction .

GUS THE

FUSS

United Kingdom

1442 Posts

Posted - 02/06/2008 :  08:18:46      

Hi estherlou cfish is right the temp needs to be kept under control above 41

is high. I and some of the other parents / posters are trying to pass on our

experience based on our own tragic children’s lives .Some of us are if you can

, are trying to help you away from pharmaceutical products sure they will

lower the temp but what have they done to do that and what further “side

effects “have they caused in doing this . Homeopathy treats not the 'dis-ease'

of the body but rather the symptoms of expression. Say three people have

the flu. One person may have a high temperature while another is vomiting

and a third is wandering around aimlessly because of restlessness. They will

show their sickness in different ways and each will need a different remedy.

Homeopathic remedies tune in to the specific needs of the individual.

Homeopathy is what we use with the help from our classically trained

homeopath(when the homeopathy £££ s allow). and also Helios when we

order they give lots of useful advice. As cfish says insist on reporting it under

the yellow card scheme ..Im not a doctor just a parent trying to pass on some

help but you need to do what you feel best with

In our prayers’

Gus

P.S. we would use Belladonna 200c for our kids (but you need to contact a

classicaly trained homeopath for 200 c) 30 c is available in shops which might

not have the same result

Edited by - GUS THE FUSS on 02/06/2008 08:40:22
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Wanda

United Kingdom

126 Posts

Posted - 02/06/2008 :  16:51:11    

Estherlou - if no one wants to file a yellow card on behalf of your son you can

do it yourself. A GP or pharmacist would be able to give you a yellow card for

you to complete, and I think you can even do it online.

Hoi42

United Kingdom

18 Posts

Posted - 02/07/2008 :  03:54:07    

Thanks for your update. I so hope you baby recovers completely from this

travesty. And I hope you never, ever vaccinate him again. It is so

unnecessary and no one knows which child will have that sort of reaction or

which child will become autistic.

I wish you the very best.

Squib

213 Posts

Posted - 02/07/2008 :  14:57:43    

Here is the link for reporting suspected adverse drug reactions:

http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/idcplg?IdcService=SS_GET_PAGE&

nodeId=287

BUT the wording one uses needs to be considered carefully.

By way of warning, here is a review of the Yellow Card system by the action

group Social Audit.

http://www.socialaudit.org.uk/YELLOW%20CARD%20REVIEW.pdf

If one starts reading at page 12, one will see that that if the submitted

information is not clear and unambiguous, it will get reinterpreted as

something more benign.

In other words, it needs to describe what 'appears to be' a serious adverse

reaction in such a way that there is no possibility that it is recorded on the

data base as just another alarming but common side-effect. (and note: the

review demonstrates that doctors often fail at this)

jabba

64 Posts

Posted - 02/08/2008 :  06:34:27    

Yes of course fill out a yellow card if you feel it is a vaccine reaction, that is

what the system is there for.

Please don't take little Oscar to a homeopath or some other quack if he

doesn't improve. Make sure he sees a proper doctor.

John Stone

United Kingdom
1253 Posts

Posted - 02/08/2008 :  08:15:57    

Jabba

The interesting thing about NHS 'MMR the Facts' advice is that it does not

deny that children get severe reactions to MMR, it just tells you to ignore it if

it happens.

http://www.mmrthefacts.nhs.uk/questions/question.php?id=79

Yesterday, I ("Pluralist") had the opportunity to challenge Anthony Cox

("Blacktriangle"), an advisor on the yellow card scheme, in Guardian

'Comment is Free'.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/story/0,,2252625,00.html
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This was not the first time I had done it, but I had not known before that this

was his job. There was no answer. The advice in 'MMR the Facts' is to

disregard severe reactions and come back for the second dose. So, the the

yellow card system is very unlikely to be brought into play, or the long term

implications of a bad reaction to be monitored. For which reason the scientific

base for the claim of general safety is also compromised.

Incidentally, I thought your tone in the last post was offensively patronising.

Edited by - John Stone on 02/09/2008 07:00:44

Cybertiger

United Kingdom
976 Posts

Posted - 02/08/2008 :  12:55:05    

quote:

[i]Originally posted by jabba[/i]
[br]
Please don't take little Oscar to a homeopath or some other quack if he doesn't improve.
Make sure he sees a proper doctor.

Salisbury, Wakefield, Meadow, Elliman, Fitzpatrick, Murch, Southall (pending

High Court appeal) ... are all proper doctors. Even I am a properish sort of

doctor (GMC no. 2702115). Antony Cox is a doctor but not a proper one.

Which proper quack should Oscar go and see?

Truth Seeker

United Kingdom
951 Posts

Posted - 02/08/2008 :  13:05:14    

quote:

[i]Originally posted by jabba[/i]
[br]Yes of course fill out a yellow card if you feel it is a vaccine reaction, that is what the
system is there for.

Please don't take little Oscar to a homeopath or some other quack if he doesn't improve.
Make sure he sees a proper doctor.

A proper doctor? A proper Doctor is a PHD not an MD which is only an honory

title. Jabba you really need to to study iatrogenic death rates and what the

true meaning of quackery is and what goes on in the medical world. For the

last time a quack is a term that refers to allopathic doctors and not

alternative healers. It comes from quick silver.

Do take your child to a Homeopath and ignore jabba as it can do no harm at

all unlike the Doctor who can do a lot of harm.

People like jabba who knows nothing at all about alternative healing but just

thinks they do want to force their narrow minded belief systems and

brainwashing on to others and will act as apologists for the sickness industry

even though they they kill 750,000 each year in the US alone. Its a fact that

statisically a Doctor is the most likely person to kill you as proved by

iatrogenic death rates.

People like jabba will always defend this type of medical quackery and junk

science and try to stop us from from finding better and safer alternatives,

they wish to keep us trapped in the same mental or mind control prison that

they are trapped in or indoctrinated into.

We are all mind controlled from birth to think highly of Doctors when the

truth is the complete opposite, jabba can not escape his conditioning, we can.

Edited by - Truth Seeker on 02/08/2008 13:18:46
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